

















































































（pleasures and pains）であるが，それだけではなく，emotion, passion, af-
fection, sentimentも感じの別名になる（Bain１８６４：２）。これは『感情と意
志』初版での言明を受けたものである。そこでは感情が「feeling, states of






































































































































































































































































































（A１） 感情の自由弁（the free VENT OF EMOTION）
（A２） 驚き（WONDER, Surprise, Astonishment）
（A３） 恐怖（TERROR）
（A４） 優しい感情（TENDER AFFECTIONS）






































































（C１） 調和と闘争の法則（the LAW OF HARMONY AND CONFLICT）
（C２） 相対性の法則（THE LAW OF RELATIVITY）
（C３） 恐怖（TERROR）
（C４） 優しい感情（TENDER AFFECTIONS）
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In this paper I examine the theory of emotion in The Emotion and the
Will (first edition 1859, second 1865) by Alexander Bain (1818-1903). In
Section 1, I make Bain’s definition of ‘emotion’ and its relation to ‘feeling’
clear. In Section 2, I examine the classification of emotion ‘families’ by Bain
and its difference in the first and second editions. Bain divided emotion
families into ‘simple emotions’ and the others (in this paper provisionally
called ‘complex emotions’). In Section 3, I deal with the simple emotions in
turn. In the first edition of The Emotion and the Will, Bain merely classi-
fied and listed them. But in the second edition, he introduced two laws or
principles as a guide to his classification: the law of harmony and conflict
and the law of relativity. In Section 4, I treat the complex emotions (aes-
thetic emotion and moral emotion). Bain’s moral theory is based on utilitari-
anism, but gives an important role to emotions.
Alexander Bain’s Theory of Emotion（1）
The Emotion and the Will,
first and second editions
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